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Abstract—This paper investigates the impact of quantized
inter-agent communications on the asymptotic and transient
behavior of gradient-based Nash-seeking algorithms in noncooperative games. Using the information-theoretic notion of
entropy power, we establish a universal lower bound on the
asymptotic rate of exponential mean-square convergence to the
Nash equilibrium (NE). This bound depends on the inter-agent
data rate and the local behavior of the agents’ utility functions,
and is independent of the quantizer structure. Next, we study
transient performance and derive an upper bound on the average
time required to settle inside a specified ball around the NE,
under uniform quantization. Furthermore, we establish an upper
bound on the probability that agents’ actions lie outside this ball,
and show that this bound decays double-exponentially with time.
Finally, we propose an adaptive quantization scheme that allows
the gradient algorithm to converge to the NE despite quantized
inter-agent communications.
Index Terms—

I. I NTRODUCTION

using a finite number of bits per time instant. It is known
that such data rate limitations can have detrimental impacts on
the performance of control and optimization algorithms. For
example, a communication channel deployed in a feedback
control system can destabilize the system if its data rate is too
low, e.g., see [13], [14] and [17]. In cooperative distributed optimization, quantization affects convergence speeds negatively
[8], [9].
In this paper, we investigate the effect of quantized communication on gradient-based, Nash-seeking algorithms. More
specifically, we are interested in the following questions: (i)
How does the communication data rate generally affect the
convergence speeds achievable by ES algorithms? (ii) Given
a uniform quantization scheme, on average how many timesteps are required for the ES algorithm to settle inside a ball
around the NE? (iii) Given a uniform quantization scheme,
what is the probability that agents’ actions lie outside this ball
at a given time?

A. Motivation
Game theory has proved to be of ubiquitous importance in
engineering and can be used to analyze numerous problems,
e.g., power control in wireless networks [1], wind energy
harvesting, sensor coverage[2] etc. In non-cooperative games,
multiple agents aim to maximize individual utility functions
by taking actions that are not necessarily coordinated with
one another. The Nash equilibrium (NE) is one of the most
important solution concepts in such games. It is a point in the
action space at which no agent can increase its own utility by
unilaterally changing its action.
The problem of finding Nash equilibria is an active research
area that has attracted much attention, e.g., see [3] and [4]
and references therein. Gradient-based equilibrium-seeking
(ES) algorithms are popular techniques for finding the NE of
games with continuous action spaces and differentiable utility
functions. In such algorithms, each agent modifies its current
action according to the partial derivative of its utility function
with respect to its action. The computation of this derivative
implicitly requires communication between agents, since it
typically depends on the actions of other agents.
In this paper, we consider a non-cooperative game in which
actions are communicated between agents over channels with
finite data rates or capacities. As a result, the agents’ actions
cannot be transmitted exactly, but must instead be quantized
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B. Related Work
Cooperative multi-agent optimization problems have been
widely studied e.g., see [5]-[7] and references therein. However, the effect of quantized inter-agent communication in
such problems is a relatively new research area. Nedić et
al. [8] proposed an averaging-based algorithm for solving a
multi-agent convex optimization problem, in which agents
seek to cooperatively minimize a global cost comprising
a sum of individual objective functions. They studied the
convergence rate of the proposed algorithm under infinitelevel, uniform quantization. Rabbat et al. [9] studied a convex
optimization problem in which a set of agents cooperate to
minimize a sum of individual objective functions, also under
uniform quantization. In each iteration of their algorithm,
only one agent updates the decision variables based on its
local information, and then passes its estimate of decision
variables to the next agent. The authors in [10] considered
the problem of minimizing an upper bound on the distortion
due to quantization in distributed iterative algorithms. They
established the optimality of different quantization structures
under various distortion measures.
It should be noted that, in game formulations, the objective
functions of agents are usually non-convex, and agents seek to
find the NE, which is a fundamentally different concept from
the optimal solution of a convex optimization problem.
The convergence behavior of consensus algorithms under
quantized communications has also been investigated in the
literature. In a consensus problem, a group of agents seek to
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arrive at a common state value. Kashyap et al. considered
an average-consensus problem in which actions of agents
are limited to integer numbers. They proposed a gossipbased algorithm for achieving consensus and analyzed its
convergence behavior. Dong et al. [11] analyzed the error
performance of an average-consensus protocol, in a multiagent consensus problem, wherein each agent, first, quantizes
its state value using a uniform quantizer, then, it transmits the
quantized version of its state to other agents via a communication graph. The authors in [12] studied the convergence rate
of an average-consensus algorithm under time-varying/timeinvariant communication graphs and quantized message passing between agents. Nedić et al. [16] investigated the effect of
quantization and time-varying communication topologies on
the convergence time of average-consensus algorithms. In the
case where agents have local linear time-invariant dynamics,
You and Xie [17] derived necessary and sufficient conditions
on the communication graph and the data rate between agents
for consensability.
Finally, we note that the impact of quantization on the
stability of feedback control systems has been extensively
studied in the literature. As this is not the main direction of
our research, interested readers are referred to [13], [14] and
references therein for a thorough investigation of this topic.
C. Contributions
This paper investigates the impact of quantized inter-agent
communications on the asymptotic and transient performance
of non-cooperative games. It is assumed that the game has
a unique Nash equilibrium (NE) and that agents employ a
gradient-based equilibrium-seeking (ES) algorithm to reach it,
beginning from a random initial condition. As each agent’s
gradient typically depends on other agents’ actions, the agents
require some knowledge of one another’s actions. In this paper,
it is assumed that the inter-agent communication is performed
through a complete communication graph, i.e., each agent
broadcasts its action to all other agents. Although each agent
knows its own actions exactly, it has access to only quantized
versions of other agents’ actions, due to communication limitations.
There are four contributions in this paper. Firstly, we establish a universal lower bound on the rate of exponential meansquare convergence to the NE (Theorem 1). Our results show
that the convergence rate is limited by the behavior of utility
functions of agents around the NE and also by the aggregate
communication data rate between agents. Importantly, this
result is independent of the choice of quantization scheme.
Our proof uses the information-theoretic notion of differential
entropy power, which has been previously used to study
feedback control under communication constraints; see e.g.
[23] and [24].
Next, we consider two performance measures to analyze
the transient behavior of a gradient-based ES algorithm under
a uniform quantizer: (i) the expected number of time-steps
required for all agents’ actions to settle inside a ball of radius
r centered at the NE, and (ii) the probability that agents’
actions, at any given time, lie outside this ball. We prove upper

bounds (Theorems 2,3) on these criteria and show that, as the
time-index becomes large, the probability of lying outside the
specified ball decays double-exponentially to zero. Based on
this analysis, we then propose an adaptive quantization scheme
that achieves asymptotic convergence to the NE.
There are several distinctions between this paper and the
related literature discussed in the previous subsection. Most
obviously, our agents do not cooperate to minimize a global
criterion or agree on a common value, but instead seek to
maximize individual objective functions. This introduces significant differences in formulation and technique. In particular,
the convergence analysis techniques of [8], [9] cannot be
applied because they rely on the objective function never
dropping below its optimal value, which fact is used to bound
the distance from the minimum. In contrast, in the gametheoretic setting here each agent’s objective function value at
any time step can be either greater or smaller than its value at
the NE. In addition, we study both transient performance and
asymptotic convergence rates, and our analysis of mean-square
convergence rates is not restricted to uniform quantization
schemes.
Our asymptotic result provides guidelines on the required
data-rate for achieving a particular speed of exponential convergence to the NE. Also, our transient results give rise to
bounds on the required number of quantization levels for
achieving an average settling time (inside a ball around the
NE).
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we describe our system model and assumptions. In section
III, we state our main results regarding the asymptotic and
transient behaviors of the ES algorithm under quantized interagent communications. We present numerical results in section
IV, and conclude the paper in section V. To aid the flow of
the paper, we relegate all proofs to the Appendices.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a game with M agents, indexed by i ∈ M :=
{1, · · · , M }. Let xi ∈ R be the action of the i-th agent,

⊤
∈ RM −1 , the vector
of
x−i := x1 , · · · , xi−1 , xi+1 , xM

all agents actions except the i-th, and Ui xi , x−i ∈ R
the utility
of the i-th agent. We refer to this game as G =

hM, xi i ,{Ui (·)}i i. We assume that each utility function
Ui xi , x−i is twice continuously differentiable and concave
with respect to xi .
Ideally, each agent in the game would like to make its
own utility as large as possible. However, since the global
maximizers of the utility functions will not generally coincide, a compromise is needed. This is provided by the Nash
equilibrium (NE), which is one of the most widely accepted
solution concepts for non-cooperative games. If all agents play
their NE strategies, denoted by xiNE , i ∈ M, then no agent
can increase its individual utility by unilaterally changing its
action, i.e.

xiNE = arg max
Ui xi , x−i
NE , ∀i ∈ M.
i
x
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This notion is relevant for non-cooperative games, in which
agents do not form teams to take joint actions, but rather act
as individuals.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the game admits a
unique NE. This can be easily satisfied by imposing some additional mild conditions on the utility functions of agents, e.g.,
see [18] and [19]. For example,in [18], it was shown that if
the
P
P
i
−i ⊤
i
−i
+ J ∇ i ri Ui x , x
matrix J ∇ i ri Ui x , x
is negative definite for some ri > 0 ∀i, then

P the game admits
a unique Nash equilibrium.PHere, J ∇ iri Ui xi , x−i
represents the Jacobian of ∇ i ri Ui xi , x−i with respect to
x. Games arising in many engineering applications naturally
admit a unique NE, e.g., see [20] and [21].

A. Gradient-based Equilibrium Seeking with Quantized Communication

Fig. 1. A pictorial example of the fully connected and star communication
topologies.

∞

We refer to D = {Dk }k=0 as a quantization scheme. Given
D, the average aggregate data rate per unit time is defined as

k−1
Gradient-based, equilibrium seeking (ES) algorithms are
1X
RD := lim sup
log |Aj |.
(3)
among the most popular iterative techniques for finding the
k−→∞ k j=0
NE of a game with continuous action spaces and differentiable utility functions. In the absence of quantization, such
In this paper, we assume that each agent directly transmits
algorithms take the general form
the quantized version of its action to other agents. That is,

the communication between agents happens over a fully con∂
, k ∈ N0 := {0, 1, 2 . . .} (1) nected graph. However, the fully connected topology can be
xik+1 = xik + µk i Ui xik , x−i
k
∂x
replaced with a star communication topology without affecting
where xik is the action of the i-th agent at time k, x−i
k is
our results. In a star communication topology, each agent
the vector of all agent actions at time k except the i-th, and transmits the quantized version of its action to a central node,
µk > 0 is a time-varying step size.
and the central node broadcasts the action of each agent to
In order to implement this update rule, each agent does other agents. Pictorial examples of star and fully connected
not need to know other agents’ utility functions, which may topologies are shown in Fig. 1. In the next section, we study
be kept private, but only their latest actions. However, agents the asymptotic and transient performance of this algorithm.
in a distributed game are often located far from each other,
Remark 1: The game is non-cooperative in the sense that
e.g. power plants competing in a wholesale electricity market the agents take individual actions and have individual utility
for maximizing their individual profits. The long distance functions. However, we assume that the agents are honest and
between agents, combined with finite transmission power and wish to approach the true NE of the game. That is, despite
bandwidth, limit the communication capacity between agents. being self-interested, each agent reports the quantized version
Consequently, the agents in distributed games cannot transmit of its true action to the others, and does not attempt to deviate
their actions with infinite resolution, but instead exchange from the NE of the game by manipulating its actions.
quantized versions that are representable with finite numbers
Remark 2: Note that, in certain applications, agents can
of bits.
directly measure their current utility or gradient values. For
Assuming that each i-th agent knows its own action xik example, there are games with utility functions that alperfectly, let Di,k xik ∈ Ai,k represent the quantized action low implicit aggregative information exchange between playbroadcast by it to all other agents at time k. Here Ai,k ⊂ R is ers, e.g. wireless communication (local signal-to-noise-plusa finite set and |Ai,k | is the number of quantization levels interference-ratio measurements) or smart grid (local voltused by the i-th agent at time k. A large value of |Ai,k | age/current measurements). In these applications, the NE can
implies that the i-th agent transmits its action with high be obtained without explicit inter-agent communications [26]precision, whereas a low value reflects poor communication [29].
capacity and low precision. Let Dk (xk ) ∈ Ak represent
In the set-up of this paper, the agents do not have access to
the component-wise quantized version of the vector xk , that such measurements, and explicitly communicate their action


⊤
is Dk (xk ) = Di,k xik i . Note that log |Ak | denotes the values to one another, e.g. because they are not collocated.
aggregate number of bits used by agents Q
to represent their We model the inter-agent communication channels as digital,
M
actions in the k-th iteration, where |Ak| = i=1 |Ai,k |. With which entails quantizing the actions into discrete-valued sym−i
a slight abuse of notation, let Dk xk denote the quantized bols that may generally be represented as bits. In order to
respect the finite capacity of practical channels, the average
version of the vector x−i
k . The ES algorithm with quantization
number of bits transmitted per unit time in our formulathen takes the form
tion is bounded. This limitation will necessarily degrade the

∂
, ∀i ∈ M.
(2) achievable performance. Our aim in this paper is to study the
xik+1 = xik + µk i Ui xik , Dk x−i
k
∂x
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impact of this limitation on the performance of Nash-seeking
algorithms.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
In this section, we study three performance measures
for gradient-based equilibrium-seeking (ES) algorithms under
quantization (2) : (i) the asymptotic rate of exponential meansquare convergence to the Nash equilibrium (NE), (ii) the
expected time for agent actions to settle inside a specified
neighborhood of the NE, under uniform quantization, and
(iii) the probability that agent actions at a given time k lie
outside this neighborhood, also under uniform quantization.
The first criterion measures the long-term performance of
the system, whereas the other two criteria characterize its
transient performance. We assume that x0 , the vector of initial
agent actions, is drawn randomly according to a probability
distribution on RM . This will allow us to apply stochastic
methods to analyze performance, under mild assumptions on
the initial distribution.
A. Lower Bound on Asymptotic Mean Square Convergence
Rate
In this subsection, we find a universal lower bound on the
asymptotic convergence rate of any quantized ES scheme of
the form (2). Our proof uses the information-theoretic notion
of differential entropy power, which has been previously
applied to study control with communication constraints; see
e.g. [23] and [24]. We assume throughout this subsection that
• the joint probability density function (pdf) px
of
0
initial
actions
has
finite
differential
entropy,
i.e.

R
− px0 (x0 ) log px0 (x0 ) dx0 < ∞.
• the second partial derivatives of the utility functions are
bounded above and below as

∂2
ci ≤
Ui xi , x−i ≤ bi < 0, ∀x ∈ RM
(4)
2
∂xi
the step sizes µk > 0 converge to µ⋆ > 0 as k → ∞ and
also satisfy supk∈N0 µk < max1i |ci | , where ci is the lower
bound (4) on the second derivative of the i-th agent’s
utility function with respect to its action.
Next we define equilibrium achieving (EA) quantization
schemes.
Definition 1: A quantization scheme D is equilibriumachieving if all quantized and unquantized actions converge
to the NE with time for any initial condition in the support of
px0 , i.e.
•

lim xk = xNE ,

k−→∞

lim Dk (xk ) = xNE .

k−→∞

(5)

Remark 3: For the class of equilibrium achieving quantization schemes, the condition (4) only needs to hold in a compact
neighborhood of the NE.
Remark 4: Given the first condition in (5), the second
can be rewritten as limk→∞ Dk (xk ) = limk→∞ xk , which
expresses the property that the quantized state broadcast by
the agents become increasingly refined as time grows. If the

second condition does not hold, e.g. if the quantizers are static,
we conjecture that asymptotic convergence to the NE is not
generally possible. If the quantizer resolutions are fixed but
their bias points can be dynamically adjusted according to
previous quantized symbols, then it may be possible to still
achieve asymptotic convergence to the NE, using ideas similar
to those in [25]. However, in this paper we focus exclusively
on quantizers that are (possibly time-varying) functions of the
current actions, as in (2).
Next, we define the notion of error decay exponent for the
ES algorithm under an EA quantization scheme.
Definition 2: For a given equilibrium-achieving quantization
scheme D, let ǫk be the difference between agent actions and
the NE at time k, i.e., ǫk = xk − xNE . Then the error decay
exponent (EDE) is defined as
i
h
1
2
lim inf log E kǫk k2 .
k−→∞ k
The EDE gives the speed of exponential mean-square convergence of the agents’ actions to NE under D, where the expectation is taken with respect to the initial distribution of actions.
A more negative exponent indicates faster convergence. We
now state the first main result of this paper.
Theorem 1: Let D be any equilibrium-achieving quantization scheme with average aggregate data rate RD (3). Then,
the error decay exponent is lower-bounded as
i
h
1
2
lim inf log E kǫk k2
k−→∞ k
!
!
M
2
2 X
∂
U
i
− RD .
≥
log 1 + µ⋆
2
M i=1
∂xi xNE
(6)
Proof: Please see Appendix A.
Theorem 1 establishes a universal lower bound on the rate of
exponential mean-square convergence that holds for any EA
quantization scheme. This lower bound depends on the average
aggregate date-rate RD , the second derivatives of the utility
functions at the NE, and the number of agents. Recall that a
more negative EDE corresponds to faster convergence.
Based on (6), the lower bound decreases (linearly) as RD
increases. This reflects the fact that each agent has more
accurate information about the actions of the others and hence
can make better decisions. Furthermore, the bound increases
with the second derivatives of the utility functions. This is
because a less negative second derivative indicates a flatter
utility function, hence slower convergence to the NE.
Though the bound above may be conservative, unlike previous work it does not impose any particular structure on
the quantization scheme, and delineates a universal trade-off
between convergence rate, utility functions, data rate, and the
number of agents.
B. Transient Performance
In this subsection, we investigate the transient behavior of
the equilibrium-seeking (ES) algorithm (2) under a uniform,
time-invariant quantization scheme. We make the following
assumptions on the game G and the ES algorithm (1):
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•

•
•
•

The NE of the game G belongs to the open, bounded and
connected set R ⊂ RM which has non-zero Lebesgue
measure.
x0 , i.e, the initial action of agents, is randomly drawn
from R.

∂
i
−i
is twice continuously differentiable for
∂xi Ui x , x
all i.
The ES algorithm under perfect communication, i.e., the
update rule (1), is a pseudo-contraction mapping. That is
kxk − xNE k2 ≤ α xk−1 − xNE

2

,

where α ∈ [ 0, 1 ) and
xik = xik−1 + µk−1
∞


∂
Ui xik−1 , x−i
k−1 .
i
∂x

The sequence {µk }k=0 is assumed to be bounded.
Let d be the diameter of R, that is, d
=
sup {kx − yk2 : x, y ∈ R}. Let B (xc , d/2) be the smallest
ball containing R where B (xc , d/2) represents a closed
ball in Euclidean norm centered at xc with radius d/2. Let
Q (xc , 3d/2) be the cube centered at xc with side length 3d.
In this subsection, we assume that agents employ a uniform,
time-invariant quantization scheme denoted by Du . Under
Du , the intersection of Q (xc , 3d/2) and action space of each
agents is uniformly quantized with the quantization step δ.
The ES update rule under the uniform quantization scheme
Du is given by

∂
xik+1 = xik + µk i Ui xik , Du x−i
, ∀i.
(7)
k
∂x
•

Since the quantization scheme Du is only defined on
Q (xc , 3d/2), we need to ensure that the actions of agents
will always stay in Q (xc , 3d/2). In Appendix C, it is shown
that if x0 , the initial action of agents, belongs to R and the
quantization step δ is sufficiently small, then, the actions of
agents will always stay in Q (xc , 3d/2). A sufficient condition
for δ is given by



sX
sX
sX
1
Φ2i + δ 2 M
Ψ2i +
ηi2 
sup µk δ
2
k
i
i
i
≤ (1 − α) d,

(8)

where Φi , Ψi and ηi are given by
X

∂2
Φi =
sup
U xi , x−i ,
2 xj xi i
∂
x∈Q(xc ,3d/2)
j6=i

Ψi

=

sup

∇2

x∈Q(xc ,3d/2)

ηi

=

sup

∂3


∂
Ui xi , x−i
∂xi

3
x∈Q(xc ,3d/2) ∂xi

Ui xi , x−i



,
2

.

respectively, where ∇2 (·) is the Hessian operator (see Lemma
3 in Appendix C and its proof for more details). The left hand
side of (8) is an upper bound on the distortion induced by
the quantization scheme Du . Thus, (8) essentially implies that
the quantization scheme Du is well defined if the distortion
caused by the quantization scheme at each time step is small

enough.
The term Φi represents the sensitivity of update rule of
the i-th agent to the actions of other agents. When agents
are less sensitive to each other’s actions, according to (8),
a relatively large quantization step δ can be chosen without
introducing a large amount of distortion in the evolution of
the ES algorithm. However, when agents are highly sensitive
to each other’s actions, a high resolution quantization scheme
should be employed to avoid a large amount of distortion.
Also, according to (8), small values of the step size result in
small distortion values. Since each agent modifies
its action

−i
∂
i
to its previous
by adding the term µk ∂x
i Ui xk , Du xk
action, a small value of step size results in a small value of
distortion at the cost of a slow convergence speed.
We use E [N ] to denote the expected time required for xk
to settle inside B (xNE , r). A small value of E [N ] indicates
that the ES algorithm, on average, quickly approaches the NE
whereas a large value of the E [N ] indicates a relatively slow
convergence. Due to the quantization distortion, the radius of
B (xNE , r) cannot be arbitrarily small. If r is less than the
total quantization distortion, one cannot guarantee that agents’
actions will eventually settle inside B (xNE , r) as k becomes
large. Here, we assume that r > θ where θ is given by



sX
sX
sX
supk µk 
1
ηi2  .
δ
θ=
Φ2i + δ 2 M
Ψ2i +
1−α
2
i
i
i
Here, θ represents an upper bound on the aggregate distortion caused by the quantization scheme Du over time (see
Appendix C for more details). The next theorem provides an
upper bound on E [N ].
Theorem 2: Consider the uniform quantization scheme Du
with the quantization step δ satisfying (8). Let E [N ] denote
the expected time required for the ES algorithm under Du to
settle in B (xNE , r) with r > θ. Then, E [N ] is upper bounded
as
E [N ] ≤
1
log

1
α

 



E log



kx0 − xNE k2
r−θ



1( kx

0 −xNE
r−θ

k2

>1



)


Proof: Please see Appendix C.
Theorem 2 provides an upper bound on the expected time
required for the actions of agents to settle inside a ball of
radius r centered at the NE. This upper bound is controlled
by α, θ, r and the distribution of the initial actions of agents.
According to this theorem, the effect of α on the expected
time is manifested through the multiplicative factor log 1 1
(α)
with α ∈ [ 0, 1) . As α becomes closer to zero, the distance
between the actions of agents and the NE decays faster due to
the pseudo-contraction property of the non-quantized update
rule (see equation (28) in Appendix C for more details). Thus,
the average time required to settle inside B (xNE , r) becomes
smaller as α decreases.
Note E [N ] is a non-increasing function of r. That is, as r
becomes small, it takes more time for the ES algorithm (7) to
settle in B (xNE , r). This observation is also consistent with
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our result in Theorem 2, i.e., the upper bound on the E [N ]
increases as r becomes small. Finally, Theorem 2 suggests
that the expected time required to settle inside B (xNE , r)
is influenced by the distribution of initial actions of agents,
px0 (x). Observe that, when px0 (x) is highly concentrated
around the Nash equilibrium, the ES algorithm (7) requires
less time to settle inside B (xNE , r) compared to the case that
px0 (x) has a low degree of concentration around the NE.
The upper bound in Theorem 2 depends on the distance between the initial action of agents and the NE, i.e.,
kx0 − xNE k2 . Since both x0 and xNE belong to R, one can
use the fact that kx0 − xNE k2 ≤ d to obtain an upper bound
on the E [N ] which is independent of x0 and xNE . We state
this result in the next corollary.
Corollary 1: The expected time required for the ES algorithm under Du to settle in B (xNE , r) can be upper bounded
as


d
1

log
.
E [N ] ≤
r−θ
log α1

Next, we turn our attention to the other performance measure for the transient behavior of the ES algorithm (7) under
the uniform quantization scheme Du . Here, we are interested
in the probability that xk lies outside a ball of radius r > θ
around the NE, i.e.,

of x0 and xNE . This result is stated in the next corollary.
Corollary 2: The probability that xk lies outside B (xNE , r)
can be upper bounded as


r−θ
(10)
Pr {kxk − xNE k2 > r} ≤ min 1, ed− αk .

Finally, the upper bound in Corollary 2 can be used to obtain
an upper bound on the number of time-steps required for xk
to lie in B (xNE , r) with a given certainty level. Let Np be the
number of time-steps required for xk to lie in B (xNE , r) with
the probability at least equal to p. Then, using (10), Np can
be upper bounded by the smallest positive integer satisfying
d − (r − θ) ≤ αk log (1 − p) .
Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 can be used to obtain bounds on
the required number of quantization levels to guarantee that the
agents’ actions at time k lie inside a ball of radius r around the
NE with a given probability. Also, Theorem 2 and Corollary
1 give rise to bounds on the required number of quantization
levels to guarantee an average settling time. Finally, Theorem
1 provides guidelines on the required average aggregate data
rate for achieving a desired speed of exponential convergence
to the NE.
C. An Adaptive EA Quantization Scheme

In this subsection, based on our analysis of the uniform
quantization scheme Du , we propose an adaptive EA quantiNote that Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r is a function of k, and zation scheme under which the ES algorithm converges to the
decays to zero
 as k tends to infinity. For a given k, a small NE. We refer to this quantization scheme as Da . Later, in the
value of Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r indicates that xk approaches numerical result section, we study the error decay exponent
the NE at a higher speed compared to a large value of of Da . Recall that, the NE belongs to the region R with the
Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r . The next theorem provides an upper diameter d. The basic idea behind the adaptive quantization
bound on the probability that xk lies outside B (xNE , r).
scheme Da is to reduce the size of the known region around
Theorem 3: Consider the uniform quantization scheme Du the NE in each time-step.
with the quantization step δ satisfying (8). Then, the probLet Rk denote the region which the NE belongs to at time k
ability that xk lies outside B (xNE , r) with r > θ is upper under the quantization scheme D . The quantization scheme
a
bounded as
D
is
designed
such
that
the
diameter
of Rk converges to
a
h
i

− r−θ
kx
−x
k
zero
as
k
tends
to
infinity.
Under
the
quantization
scheme Da ,
k
0
NE
2
. (9)
Pr {kxk − xNE k2 > r} ≤ min 1, e α E e
initially, the intersection of action space of each agent with
Theorem 3 provides an upper bound on the probability Q (xc , 3d/2) is quantized with the quantization step δ0 which
that xk lies outside of the ball radius r around the NE satisfies the following inequality



at a given time. According to Theorem 3, this probability
sX
sX
sX
1
decays to zero at least double exponentially with k. Also,
Φ2i + δ02 M
ηi2 
Ψ2i +
sup µk δ0
the decay rate of this probability depends on the contraction
2
k
i
i
i
constant α. As α becomes small, the distance between agents’
≤ α̂d,
(11)
actions and the NE decays faster. Hence, the probability
that xk lies outside B (xNE , r) decays faster to zero, and where α̂ is a constant arbitrarily selected from the interval
xk with high probability lies inside B (xNE , r). The term (0, 1 − α). Using equation (28) in Appendix C, the distance
E ekx0 −xNE k2 in (9) indicates the effect of the distribution of between x and the NE under D can be upper bounded as
a
1
x0 on Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r . That is, when the distribution
of x0 is more concentrated around the NE, we expect xk kx1 − xNE k2 ≤ α kx0 − xNE k2



sX
sX
sX
to approach
the NE at a faster speed. Note that for a given

1
k, Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r is a non-increasing function of r. + sup µk δ0
Φ2i + δ02 M
Ψ2i +
ηi2  ,
2
k
That is, xk lies outside B (xNE , r) with high probability as
i
i
i
r becomes small. This behavior is consistent with the upper
≤ (α + α̂) d,
bound in Theorem 3.
One can use thefact that kx0 − xNE k2 ≤ d to obtain an which implies that the NE belongs to the ball of raupper bound on Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r which is independent dius (α + α̂) d around x1 . In the second time-step,
Pr {kxk − xNE k2 > r} .



7

Expected time versus r (d = 10, α = 0.46, θ = 0.01)

≤ α̂dk ,

(12)

Since dk converges to zero as k tends to infinity, the actions
of agents and their quantized versions, under the quantization
scheme Da , converge to the NE as k tends to infinity which
implies that Da is an EA quantization scheme. Algorithm 1
shows the different steps of the adaptive quantization scheme
Da .

14
Upper bound on E [N ] RD = 60
E [N ] (unifrom quantizer Du ) RD = 60
E [N ] (unifrom quantizer Du ) RD = 25
E [N ] (adaptive quantizer Da ) RD = 60

12

Expected time (E [N ])

Q (x1 , (α + α̂) d) ∩ Q (xc , 3d/2) is considered as R1 and
the intersection of each agent’s action space with the R1
is quantized. Similarly, at time k, k ≥ 1, we have Rk =
Q (xk , dk ) ∩ Q (xc , 3d/2) where di = (α + α̂) di−1 with
d0 = d. Then, the intersection of action space of each agent
with Rk is quantized. Also, the quantization step at time k,
δk , is chosen such that the following inequality is satisfied



sX
sX
sX
1
Φ2i + δk2 M
Ψ2i +
ηi2 
sup µk δk
2
k
i
i
i

10

8

6

4

2

0

0
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0.1
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0.35

Fig. 2. The expected time required for the ES algorithm to settle in a ball of
radius r around the NE for the fixed and adaptive quantizers as a function of
r.

Algorithm 1 The adaptive quantization scheme Da
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

k ← 0. (k is the time index.)
dk ← d. (d and dk are the radii of R and Rk , respectively.)
Set δk as the solution of (11). (δk is the quantization step
at time k.)
Quantize the intersection of action space of each agent
with the Q (xc , 3d/2).
repeat
Update the actions of agents.
k ← k + 1.
dk ← (α + α̂) dk−1 .
Choose δk such that (12) is satisfied.
Quantize the intersection of action space of each agent
with Q (xk , dk ) ∩ Q (xc , 3d/2).
until The ES algorithm converges to the NE.

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present our numerical results for a noncooperative game with 5 agents seeking to maximize their
utility functions. The utility function of i-th agent is given by


X


t
2
ii
xi + xi 
tij xj − li  ,
(13)
Ui xi , x−i =
2
j6=i

where tii < 0 for all i and tij , li ∈ R. Utility functions of
the form (13) arise in many engineering applications such
as analyzing the bidding behavior of a group of generators
competing for maximizing their profits in an electricity market,
e.g., see [22]-[21]. Let T be an M -by-M matrix with the
(i, j)-th entry equal to tij . We assume that T is negative
definite. Since T is invertible, it can be easily verified, using
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [30], that the quadratic
game with the utility functions (13) admits a unique Nash
equilibrium. For this quadratic game, the ES algorithm under
perfect communication condition can be written as
xk+1 = (I + µT ) xk − µl,

⊤

where l = [l1 , · · · , lM ] . The step size µ is selected such
that the spectral radius of I + µT is strictly less than one.
In our numerical results, we assume that the NE belongs
10
. Also,
to a hypercube R whose side length is equal to √
5
the vector of initial actions of agents, x0 , is assumed to be
uniformly distributed on R.
Fig. 2 illustrates the expected time required for xk to settle
inside B (xNE , r) as a function of r for different quantization
schemes and different values of average aggregate data rates
RD . In this figure, θ, d and α are set to 10−2 , 10 and 0.46,
respectively. As r becomes large, the ES algorithm under both
Du and Da requires less time to settle inside B (xNE , r), and as
a result, the expected time, under both Du and Da , decreases
as r becomes large. As shown in Fig. 2, the expected time
under the fixed quantization scheme Du is limited by the
upper bound provided by Theorem 2. According Fig. 2, the ES
algorithm under the EA quantization scheme Da , on average,
requires less time to settle inside B (xNE , r) compared to the
fixed quantization scheme Du . The fast convergence of the ES
algorithm under Da is due to the flexible structure of the EA
quantization scheme Da .
In Fig. 2, the ES algorithm under Du with coarse quantization scheme RD = 25 cannot settle inside the ball
B (xNE , r) when r is small which is due to the large amount
of distortion caused by the coarse quantization scheme. However, as r becomes large, the ES algorithm under the coarse
quantization scheme settles inside the ball B (xNE , r) faster
than the fine quantization scheme RD = 60. Note that any
quantization scheme introduces an extra displacement to the
agents’ action at each time-step. A coarse quantization scheme
causes a bigger displacement, compared to a fine quantization
scheme, which results in a lower expected time to settle inside
B (xNE , r) (when r is large enough) .
Fig. 3 illustrates the probability that the actions of agents
lie outside B (xNE , r) at time k, i.e., Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r ,

8

lower bound by the Theorem 1, as k becomes large.

Probability that xk lies outside B (xNE , r) versus k

0

10

Pr {kxk − xNE k 2 > r}

V. C ONCLUSION

Upper bound
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α = 0.8650
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θ = 0.005
r = 1.001θ
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Fig. 3. The probability that the actions of agents at time k lie outside the
ball of radius r around the NE and its upper bound as a function of k.
1
k

h
i
log E kǫ k k22 versus k (α = 0.442)

2
1
k

h
i
log E kǫ k k22

1

−1

−2

1
k

h
i
log E kǫ k k22

0

In this paper, we have investigated the impact of quantized
inter-agent communications on the convergence behavior of
the gradient-based Nash equilibrium seeking (ES) algorithm
in non-cooperative games. We used the information-theoretic
notion of entropy power to establish a universal lower bound
on the rate of exponential mean square convergence of such
algorithms, assuming equilibrium-achieving quantizers. This
lower bound signifies the impact of inter-agent communication
data rates on the convergence speed of the ES algorithm to
the Nash equilibrium (NE). Next, the transient behavior of the
ES algorithm under quantized message passing among agents
was examined. To this end, we established an upper bound
on the expected time required for the ES algorithm to settle
inside a ball centered at the NE under a uniform quantization
scheme. We also derive an upper bound on the probability
that agents’ actions at a given time lie outside a ball around
the Nash equilibrium. These two results only concern the
behavior of the ES algorithm until it reaches a neighborhood
of the Nash equilibrium, and do not make any assumption on
the convergence of the ES algorithm. Finally, we proposed
an equilibrium achieving quantization scheme which, without
decreasing the number of quantization levels, allows the ES
algorithm to arrive at the NE through an adaptive refinement
of the uncertainty region.
A PPENDIX A
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Universal lower bound on the error decay exponent
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Fig. 4. log-mean-square-error-norm divided by k under the adaptive quantization scheme Da as a function of k.


and the upper bound on Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r provided by
the Theorem 3. In this figure, α, d and
 θ are set to 0.8056, 1
and 0.005, respectively. In Fig. 3, Pr kxk − xNE k2 > r is
numerically computed by taking average over 100000 samples.
Here, we have assumed that each agent will use 12 bits
to quantize its action. As Fig. 3 shows, the probability of
lying outside B (xNE , r) decays to zero as k becomes large
due to the contraction property of the update rule. Also,
this probability lies below the double exponentially decaying
upper bound, provided by the Theorem 3, as shown in Fig. 3
which indicates that the probability of lying outside B (xNE , r)
decays at least double exponentially to zero as the time index
k becomes large.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the behavior
h of log-mean-square-errori
2
1
norm divided by k, i.e., k log E kǫk k2 , under the adaptive
quantizer Da as ahfunction
i of the number of time-steps. As Fig.
2
4 shows k1 log E kǫk k2 stays above −4.2318, the predicted

In this appendix, first the notion of conditional entropy
power of a random vector is introduced. Then, based on the
entropy power, a lower bound on the error decay exponent is
derived.
Let x ∈ RM be a random vector with absolutely continuous
distribution with respect to the Lebesgue measure on RM .
Then, the entropy power of x conditioned on the event A = a,
denoted by EP [x |A = a ], is defined as
1 2 h[x|A=a ]
eM
,
2πe
where A is a random variable and h [x |A = a ] is the conditional entropy of x given A = a defined as
Z
h [x |A = a ] = − log (p ( x| A = a)) p ( x| A = a) dx,
EP [x |A = a ] =

where p ( x| A = a) is the conditional distribution of x given
A = a. Using the entropy maximization property of Gaussian
distributions, EP [x |A = a ] can be upper bounded as [13]
h
i
2
EP [x |A = a ] ≤ e1/M −1 E kxk2 |A = a ,
(14)
h
i
2
2
where E kxk2 |A = a is conditional expectation of kxk2
given A = a. Using (14), the average conditional entropy
power of x given A = a, i.e, EA [EP [x |A = a ]] can be upper
bounded as
i
h
2
(15)
EA [EP [x |A ]] ≤ e1/M −1 E kxk2 .

9

In this appendix, we use (15) to obtain a lower bound on
the decay exponent of error of the update
rule
i (2) under EA
h
2
quantization schemes. Using (15), E kǫk k2 can be lower
bounded as
i
h
1
2
≥ e1− M E [EP [ǫk |Ik−1 ]]
E kǫk k2
(∗)

≥

1

e1− M 2 E[h[ǫk |Ik−1 ]]
,
eM
2πe

(16)

Using Lemma 2 (see Appendix B), (20) can be written as
i
h
1
2
lim inf log E kǫk k2
k−→∞ k
!
!
M
2
2 X
⋆ ∂ Ui
− RD .
≥
log 1 + µ
2
M i=1
∂xi xNE
(21)
which completes the proof.

k−1

where Ik−1 = {Di (xi ) = ai }i=0 , ai ∈ Ai is a possible
output of the quantization scheme D at time i and (∗) follows
from the Jensen inequality. To evaluate (16), we need to
evaluate h [ǫk |Ik−1 ] which can be written as
h [ǫk |Ik−1 ] = h [xk − xNE |Ik−1 ]
(∗)

= h [xk |Ik−1 ],

where (∗) is due to translation invariance property of entropy
[31]. Applying Lemma 1 (see Appendix B) to h [xk |Ik−1 ],
we have

A PPENDIX B
T WO L EMMAS
k−1

Lemma 1: Let Ik−1 = {Di (xi ) = ai }i=0 , ai ∈ Ai , be a
possible output of the quantization scheme D at time i. Then


h [xn |Ik−1 ] = h xn−1 |Ik−1 +



M



2
X
∂
log 1+µn−1
E
Ik−1 
Uj xjn−1 , Dn−1 x−j
n−1
j2
∂x
j=1
(22)

h [xk |Ik−1 ] = h [x0 |Ik−1 ]+


M k−1
X  
X

∂2
j
−j
E log 1+µn
|Ik−1
2 Uj xn , Dn xn
∂xj
j=1 n=0
(17)

Proof: Let pxn (x |Ik−1 ) and pxn−1 (x |Ik−1 ) represent
the probability density functions (PDFs) of xn and xn−1 ,
respectively, conditioned on Ik−1 . To prove this lemma,
first, we obtain an expression for pxn (x |Ik−1 ) in terms of
pxn−1 (x |Ik−1 ). Then, this expression will be used to prove
the
result of this lemma. Given Ik−1 , update equation (1) at
Using (17), E [h [xk |Ik−1 ]] can be lower bounded as
time n under the quantization scheme D can be written as
E [h [xk |Ik−1 ]]

∂

M k−1
xin = xin−1 + µn−1 i Ui xin−1 , a−i
X  
X
n−1 , ∀i.

∂2
∂x
E log 1 + µn
=
Uj xjn , Dn x−j
n
j2


∂x
−i
∂
i
i
i
j=1 n=0
Let Fi x = x + µn−1 ∂x
and F (x) =
i Ui x , an−1



+ E [h [x0 |Ik−1 ]] ,
1
M ⊤
F1 x , · · · , FM x
. Since 0 < µn < max1i |ci | for




k−1
M
(∗) X X
−i
∂2

∂2
< 1 which
all n, we have 0 < 1 + µn−1 ∂x
j
−j
i 2 Ui xi , an−1
U
x
,
D
x
E log 1 + µn
≥
j
n
n
n
i
j2
implies
that
F
(x
)
is
invertible
for
all
i.
Thus,
the
PDF of xn
∂x
i
j=1 n=0
given
I
can
be
written
as
k−1
k−1
X

1
log |Ai | ,
(18)
+ h [x0 ] −
pxn (x |Ik−1 ) =
px
F −1 (x)|Ik−1 , (23)
i=0
det JF [F −1 (x)] n−1
where (∗) follows from the following inequality established where JF [x] is Jacobian of F (x) evaluated at x. Using (23),
in [13]
the conditional entropy of xn given Ik−1 can be written as
k−1
X
log |Ai | .
(19) h [xZn |Ik−1 ]
E [h [x0 |Ik−1 ]] ≥ h [x0 ] −


1
i=0
= log det JF F −1 (x)
−1 (x)]
det
J
[F
F
Using (18), (16), and the fact that x0 has a finite entropy, the

pxn−1 F −1 (x) |Ik−1 dx
error exponent can be lower bounded as
Z



1
−1
M
k−1
i
h
−
log
p
F
(x)
|I
X
X
x
k−1
1
2 
1
n−1
2
det JF [F −1 (x)]
lim inf log E kǫk k2 ≥
lim inf

k−→∞ k
M k−→∞ j=1 k n=0
pxn−1 F −1 (x) |Ik−1 dx,
Z


 

(∗)
∂2
j
−j
=
log (det JF [y]) pxn−1 (y |Ik−1 ) dx
− RD . (20)
E log 1 + µn
2 U j x n , Dn xn
∂xj
Z


− log pxn−1 (y |Ik−1 ) pxn−1 (y |Ik−1 ) dx,

 
M



X
∂2
j
−j
I
E log 1+µn−1
=
U
x
,
D
x
k−1
j
n−1
n−1
n−1
2
∂xj
j=1


+ h xn−1 |Ik−1 ,
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where (∗) follows from change of variable y = F −1 (x).

Lemma 2:


k−1 
M
X

∂2
1X
j
−j
=
E log 1 + µn
lim
2 Uj xn , x n
k−→∞
k
∂xj
j=1 n=0

M


X
∂2
j
−j
x
,
x
.
U
log 1 + µ⋆
NE
NE
2 j
∂xj
j=1

Proof: For β > 0, define the event Bn as
Bn = {kxn − xNE k2 ≤ β,
kDn (xn ) − xNE k2 ≤ β, |µn − µ⋆ | ≤ β} .
Also, let’s define the set B as
B

=

To show the other side, note that

 
k−1 M

1 XX
∂2
j
−j
≤
E log 1 + µn
2 Uj xn , x n
k n=0 j=1
∂xj
#

 " k−1
M
X
X

∂2
1
−j
j
sup
log 1 + µ
E
1{Bn }
2 Uj x , x̂
k n=0
∂xj
{x,x̂,µ}∈B j=1
#
 " k−1

M
X
1X
1{Bnc } .
log 1 + sup µn bj E
+
k n=0
n
j=1
Using similar argument as above, we can show that

 
k−1 M

1 XX
∂2
j
−j
lim sup
≤
U
x
,
x
E log 1 + µn
j
n
n
2
∂xj
k−→∞ k n=0 j=1

M


2
X
j
−i
⋆ ∂
,
log 1 + µ
2 Uj xNE , xNE
∂xj
j=1
which completes the proof.

{kx − xNE k2 ≤ β, kx̂ − xNE k2 ≤ β, |µ − µ⋆ | ≤ β} .

Then, we have

 
k−1 M

1 XX
∂2
j
−j
E log 1 + µn
2 Uj xn , x n
k n=0 j=1
∂xj


 
k−1 M


1 XX
∂2
j
−j
c
=
1{Bn } +1{Bn } ,
E log 1+µn
2 U j x n , xn
k n=0j=1
∂xj
#

 " k−1
M
X

∂2
1X
j −j
≥ inf
log 1 +µ
E
1{Bn }
2 Uj x ,x̂
k n=0
{x,x̂,µ}∈B
∂xj
j=1
#
" k−1
M


X
1X
1{Bnc } ,
log 1 + inf µn cj E
+
n
k n=0
j=1

where Bnc is the complement of Bn . Since, limk−→∞ xk =
xNE and limk−→∞ Dk (xk ) = xNE for any initial vector
of agents’ actions, i.e., x0 , we have 1{Bn } −→ 1 almost
Pk−1
surely and k1 n=0 1{Bn } −→ 1 almost hsurely. Thus, using
i
Pk−1
Fatou’s Lemma, we have lim inf k−→∞ E k1 n=0 1{Bn } ≥
Pk−1
1. Similarly, we have k1 n=0 1{Bnc } −→ 0 almost surely.
Using, Lebesgue
h P dominatedi convergence Theorem, we have
k−1
limk−→∞ E k1 n=0 1{Bnc } = 0. Thus, we have

 
k−1 M

1 XX
∂2
j
−j
lim inf
≥
E log 1 + µn
2 Uj xn , x n
k−→∞ k
∂xj
n=0 j=1


M
X

∂2
−j
j
inf
log 1 + µ
.
U
x
,
x̂
2 j
{x,x̂,µ}∈B
∂xj
j=1

Since, β is an arbitrary positive real number, we have

 
k−1 M

1 XX
∂2
j
−j
lim inf
≥
E log 1 + µn
U
x
,
x
j
n
n
2
k−→∞ k
∂xj
n=0 j=1


M
2
X

j
−j
⋆ ∂
.
log 1 + µ
2 Uj x , x
∂xj
xNE
j=1

A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
 ∂

−i
i
xi , Du x−i
In this apk
∂xi Ui xk , Du xk
∞
pendix, first, it is shown that the sequence of updates {xk }k=0 ,
generated by (7), will always stay in Q (xc , 3d/2), hence, the
quantization scheme Du is always well defined. Later, the
upper bound on the expected time required to settle inside
B (xNE , r) is derived. Next lemma shows that the quantization
scheme Du is well defined.
Lemma 3: Suppose that the quantization step, δ, satisfies
∞
(8), and x0 belongs to R, then, sequence of updates {xk }k=0
generated by (7) will always stay in Q (xc , 3d/2).
Proof: Since x0 belongs to R and R ⊂ B (xNE , d) ⊂
Q (xc , 3d/2), it suffices to show that if xk belongs to
B (xNE , d), then xk+1 belongs to B (xNE , d). To prove this
result, we derive an upper bound on the distance between
actions of agents at time (k + 1) and the NE as follows.

Let Du (xk ) and Du x−i
represent the quantized versions
k
of xk and x−i
,
respectively.
Under the quantization scheme
k
Du , at each time, each agent will update its action based on
the quantized version of other agents’ actions. Therefore, the
action of the i-th agent in time k + 1, under the quantization
scheme Du , can be written as

∂
,
xik+1 = xik + µk i Ui xik , Du x−i
k
∂x

∂
= xik + µk i Ui xik , x−i
k
∂x




∂
∂
−i
−i
i
i
.
U i x k , Du xk
Ui xk , x k
−
+ µk
∂xi
∂xi
(24)
∂
∂xi Ui

Let δ k = xk − Du (xk ) be the vector of quantization
error at time k. Then, using the Taylor expansion [32] of

11

∂
∂xi Ui


xi , x−i at Du (xk ), we can write

∂
∂xi Ui


xik , x−i
as
k




∂
∂
Ui xik , x−i
=
Ui Du xik , Du x−i
k
k
∂xi
∂xi

 i
∂2
δk
Ui Du xik , Du x−i
+
k
2
∂xi
X ∂2

 j
δk
Ui Du xik , Du x−i
+
k
∂ 2 xj xi

j6=i

Ψi


1 ⊤ 2 ∂
δk ∇
Ui xi , x−i
i
2
∂x

ηi
δk ,

βxk +(1−β)Du (xk )

(25)

where β ∈ [0, 1], δkj is th j-th element of δ k and ∇2 (·)
represents the Hessian operator. 
Similarly, using
 the Taylor
−i
∂
i
at Du xik , we can exexpansion of ∂x
i Ui x , Du xk

−i
∂
i
press ∂x
as
i Ui xk , Du xk




∂
∂
Ui xik , Du x−i
=
Ui Du xik , Du x−i
k
k
i
i
∂x
∂x

 i
∂2
−i
i
δk
+
2 Ui Du xk , Du xk
i
∂x

 i 2
1 ∂3
+
δk ,
Ui β ′ xik + (1 − β ′ )Du xik ,Du x−i
k
2 ∂xi 3
(26)

where β ′ ∈ [0, 1]. Using (25) and (26), the update rule under
quantization scheme Du can be written as

∂
xik+1 = xik + µk i Ui xik , x−i
k
∂x
X ∂2

 j
Ui Du xik , Du x−i
δk
− µk
k
2
j
i
∂ x x
j6=i

−


µk ⊤ 2 ∂
δk ∇
Ui xi , x−i
i
2
∂x

δk

∇2

sup

=

sup

∂3


∂
Ui xi , x−i
i
∂x

3
x∈Q(xc ,3d/2) ∂xi

Ui xi , x−i



,
2

,

respectively. Inequality (29) implies that xk+1 belongs to
B (xNE , d) ⊂ Q (xc , 3d/2) which completes the proof.
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2. To this end, we use
(28) to upper bound the distance between the NE and the
actions of agents at time (k + 1) as follows:
xk+1 − xNE 2 ≤ αk+1 kx0 − xNE k2 +



sX
sX
s
supk µk X 2 1 2 
Φi + δ
Ψ2i +
ηi2  ,
M
δ
1−α
2
i
i
i

(30)

u

For a given initial value of actions of agents, let N be the
number of time-steps for the upper bound in (30) to enter
B (xNE , r). Clearly, we have N ≤ N u . For a given x0 , N u
can be upper bounded, using (28), as

+
log kx0 − xNE k2 − log (r − θ)
u
N
≤
−1 ,
log α1




kx0 − xNE k2
1 
)
1( kx −x k
≤
,
1 log
0
NE 2
r−θ
log α
≥1
r−θ

(31)

where ⌈x⌉ = max (0, x). Thus, we have
E [N ] ≤

βxk +(1−β)Du (xk )


 i 2
µk ∂ 3
Ui β ′ xik + (1 − β ′ ) Du xik , Du x−i
δk ,
+
k
3
2 ∂xi
(27)
Applying the triangle inequality to (27) and using the fact
that the unquantized update rule is a pseudo-contraction, the
distance between the action of agents and NE at time k + 1
can be upper bounded as
xk+1 − xNE 2 ≤ α kxk − xNE k2 +



sX
sX
sX
1
Φ2i + δ 2 M
ηi2  ,
µk δ
Ψ2i +
2
i
i
i

≤ α kxk − xNE k2 +



sX
sX
sX
1
sup µk δ
Φ2i + δ 2 M
ηi2  ,
Ψ2i +
2
k
i
i
i
≤ αd + (1 − α) d = d.

=

x∈Q(xc ,3d/2)

j6=i

+

where Φi , Ψi and ηi are given by
X

∂2
Φi =
sup
Ui xi , x−i ,
2
j
i
∂ x x
x∈Q(xc ,3d/2)

(28)
(29)

1
log

1
α

 



E log



kx0 − xNE k2
r−θ



1( kx

0 −xNE
r−θ

k2

>1




)
 .
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Using (30), the probability that xk lies outside B (xNE , r)
can be upper bounded as


r−θ
Pr {kxk − xNE k2 > r} ≤ Pr kx0 − xNE k2 >
.
αk
Also,
using
the
Chernoff
inequality,

Pr kx0 − xNE k2 > r−θ
can
be
upper
bounded
as
αk


h
i
r−θ
r−θ
≤ e− αk E ekx0 −xNE k2 .
Pr kx0 − xNE k2 >
k
α

Since probability is less than one, we have

Pr {kxk − xNE k2 > r} ≤

h
i
r−θ
r−θ
min 1, k ≤ e− αk E ekx0 −xNE k2
α

12
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